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ABSTRACT

2. TIME SERIES QUERYING

Time series analysis is a process whose goal is to understand
phenomena. The analysis often involves the search for a specific
pattern. Finding patterns is one of the fundamental steps for time
series observation or forecasting. The way in which users are
able to specify a pattern to use for querying the time series
database is still a challenge. We hereby propose an enhancement
of the SearchBox, a widget used in TimeSearcher, a well known
tool developed at the University of Maryland that allows users to
find patterns similar to the one of interest.
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Graphical user interfaces (GUI).

The search in TimeSearcher is composed by three steps. The
user observes the time series and when (s)he finds an interesting
pattern s(he) selects it and, by using the SearchBox, similar
patterns are found. The users can tune the pattern search by
interacting with the ToleranceHandle placed on the side of the
box [3]. The ToleranceHandle sets the similarity degree. The
process can be iterated. During the usability study we found that
users would have liked to perform the pattern search starting
from scratch, instead of searching first for an anomaly. In order
to provide users with a widget that allows them to specify first a
pattern shape and then start the search we improved the
SearchBox with some interesting features.

General Terms

3. SHAPE SPECIFICATION

Languages.

Our goal was to allow users to specify the shape of a pattern in
order to start the search in a time series. In literature there are
some works that allow users to specify a query pattern. Don et
al. [4] defined a set of typical patterns based on their shape;
WizTree [5] allows users to specify the pattern behavior, after
having transformed the series into an equivalent representation.
Chortaras [6] permits to sketch the shape of the pattern, which is
used as the input for finding similar patterns.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time series analysis involves the use of algorithms and tools
that allow users to better understand a phenomenon. Time series
can be defined as an ordered sequence of measurement that
describes a phenomenon. A user may perform analyses on time
series in order to describe or to explain a phenomenon or to
perform forecasting [1]. In both cases it is important to use
algorithms that associate some behavior.
TimeSearcher is a time series visualization tool, recently
updated to version 3.0 [1, 2]. This tool allows the user to
interactively search recurring patterns in its data [3]. To
accomplish this task, users can draw a box (the SearchBox)
enclosing the pattern of interest, then through a contextual
interface they can start the search. We made informal user
testing in order to understand how much usable the interface
was. Based on the observations made we improved the
SearchBox widget.

Figure 1 In the new SearchBox, the user can change the
pattern in order to define the query pattern.

4. THE ENHANCED SEARCHBOX
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As shown in Figure 1, as soon as the SearchBox is drawn on the
interface, the time points belonging to the portion of the time
series enclosed by the boundaries of the box are highlighted by
colored disks. These disks will then be used as handles of the
line segments to use for the purpose of pattern matching. The
line formed by these handles is highlighted (in dark green). By
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clicking and dragging
d
the moouse over eachh disk, the user can
then proceed too adjust the shhape of the patttern. Users can
n also
adjust the posittion of the activve disk (the whhite one) by cliccking
on the plus andd minus buttonns located at thee left corners of
o the
box. Figure 2 shows the SearrchBox after thhe user has draagged
the white disc in order to decrrease the third value of the paattern.
b the
The possibilityy to change a pattern was veryy appreciated by
users since theey are not obligged to scan thee dataset in ordder to
find somethingg to search for.. Nevertheless, the users weree still
not completelyy satisfied becaause they could
d be interestedd to a
specific patternn and they would like to deppict it from scrratch,
eventually starrting from a known shape. In order to satisfyy this
need we were inspired by Feaaturelens [4], a tool oriented to
t the
t the
analysis of textt that uses a vissualization techhnique similar to
one used in Tim
meSearcher.

applied until the
t user decidees to click on the relevant buutton.
Moving the mouse pointeer outside th
he bounds off the
r
ShapesButton will cause the pattern in the SearchBox to revert
s
to its original shape.

5. DISCU
USSION AN
ND USER FEEDBAC
F
K
Our approach in pattern speecification show
ws some similaarities
yall et Al, whichh also
with QueryLinnes [7], a tool deeveloped by Ry
allows user to perform time sseries queryingg. In QueryLinees, the
y area of the plot
p to
user can manuually draw liness in the display
select and sort the results. A query line caan be of two types:
t
Q
“soft constraaint” and “preference”. QueryLines’s
shape
specification features
f
are more geared towaards fine-tuning
g time
series queryingg rather than exxplicit pattern an
nalysis.
We performeed informal tests on thiss new featurre of
TimeSearcher and we reeceived positiv
ve feedbacks and
suggestions. The possibility oof manually sellecting the patteern of
n they need a way
interest was veery appreciated by the users; now
to specify nulll values or unninteresting parrts of the shappe. In
addition, it would
w
be usefuul to add the possibility to save
patterns, whose shape may bee of interest. Ussers could be abble to
ng a key combinnation, once thhey are satisfiedd with
do so by hittin
the shape of thhe pattern. “Cuustom” shapes will
w be accessibble by
clicking on ann appropriate buutton in the relaated panel. It shhould
be observed thhat drawing the SearchBox oveer the display area
a
is
required becauuse the extents of the pattern area have to be
known in orderr to perform thee search.

.
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When the user moves its mousse cursor over one
o of these butttons,
the pattern in the SearchBoox is instantanneously changeed to
o
a
assume the shaape shown in thhe button. This is, however, only
preview, the changes
c
to the actual patternn shape will noot be
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